Rules of Conduct
The AmorStyle Wellness Community is an alternative practitioner’s social sharing website. People join as
users and then post and interact with the website. Because of this, there must be rules of conduct to
insure that the website content is appropriate for the mission of site. This site will be monitored to
ensure that those that participate in the community follow the basic courtesy principles. Those that do
not follow the rules may find their user account blocked or removed with little or no warning. This holds
for both paying and non-paying users.
All user posted content must be:





Truthful
Non-harming
Your own content (no copyright infringements!)
Appropriate for all age groups (No sexually explicit material or fowl language)

To enforce good behavior, AmorSytle Healing & Yoga reserves the right to:





Remove any post for any reason
Terminate any user account for any reason
Block or hide any user’s information for any reason
Modify the Rules of Conduct at any time

The AmorStyle Wellness Community also allows users to flag content that falls outside the Rules of
Conduct. Members of the AmorStyle Wellness Community are expected to help maintain the quality of
posts through the use of the Flag button. People that post information that is habitually flagged run a
very high probability of losing posting privileges, being banned or completely removed from the site.
By participating in the AmorStyle Wellness Community, you agree to allow the website to track and show
your preferences to other visitors. The concept behind this site is built around sharing your preferences
rather than hiding them.
By joining the community, you realize that the object of your interactions is to build relations with other
users in the AmotStyle Wellness Community. The website is designed specifically to show your relations
as publically as possible with the intention of drawing attention to yourself.
This social sharing site should be thought of as a way to become more visible to other people in your
community. In a way, it should be thought of as a site that helps you promote yourself.
Examples of the types of posts that are acceptable include:
Any Post that teaches someone about some aspect of your alternative health profession, alternative
philosophies or traditions, testimonials, introductions to yourself or other information that you have
direct experience with related stuff.

Any post of type Event needs to specifically tie back to some alternative health activity. Events can be
profession related workshop announcements, new public class announcements, professional training
announcements, therapy related trip announcements and so on. Posts of type Event are discrete
activities that happen once.
Any post of type People must be associated with a living, practicing alternative health practitioner and it
is expected to be the same person as the website account user. Information in the post of type Person
should be alternative health or wellness related. The information should be similar to what you might
find with a typical website bio. Because alternative health practitioners generally do more than simply
teach or practice one healing modality, we expect to find information in the profile that shows their
other strengths and interests. The post of type Person should be considered a resume.
Any post of type Place must by a location where some type of alternative healing or health related
activity takes place, or will take place. The place post should be similar to a post of type Person in that it
is the resume of the place. All places should be easily identified and located.
Examples of the types of posts that are not acceptable include:
Any Post, post of type Person, post of type Place, post of type Event, or any other Post on this site that is
clearly not alternative health or wellness related is not acceptable. Posts that are clear advertisements
are not accepted. Multiple posts of the same information are not acceptable. Repeated reminder or
nagging Posts are not acceptable.
There is a fine line between promoting yourself and advertising. If you are advertising your services, that
is generally allowed. If you are advertising something else or, specifically, products, there is a high
probability the post will be rejected.
Posting videos is highly discouraged. They are only allowed only in the most limited situations. Hosting
videos on the website server takes up bandwidth, thus money. The founder’s take on videos found on
social sharing sites is, generally, a waste of time. If you must show video content, link to the video and
host it somewhere else.
Summary
When you join the AmorStyle Wellness Community you agree to behave nicely towards all members of
the community, post with integrity and be honest. You understand that your account access is
predicated on being a good community member.

